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Outskirts Press, United States, 2013. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 211 x 140 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.A sadistic serial killer is on the loose in the
once idyllic community of Eden Beach. In the summer of 1973, Michael Reese and his friends are
looking forward to their senior year of high school until two dead bodies are found on the lawn of
their favorite neighborhood park. Brothers, Phillip and Johnny Mulu, have been murdered and
their friends, a newly formed but vicious gang born in the Oakwood Housing Projects, go on the
rampage, looking for justice. Anybody who knew the two brothers said the murders had to have
something to do with gangs since Johnny, known as the Cookie Monster, had been running with
one gang or another since junior high. They figured Phillip the more level headed of the two was
just in the wrong place at the wrong time. But when Mike s little sister, Maddie, overhears a
conversation hinting that Phillip, the ladies man, may have had a sugar mama, it changes the face
of the game. Enemies of the two brothers start to disappear or turn up dead and,...
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Very useful to all of category of people. I actually have read through and that i am sure that i will likely to go through once more again in the foreseeable
future. I realized this book from my i and dad advised this publication to find out.
-- Alta Kirlin-- Alta Kirlin

This is the very best publication i have got read until now. It is definitely simplified but shocks within the fi y percent of the pdf. You may like how the
article writer create this pdf.
-- Rosario Durgan-- Rosario Durgan
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